
Less than 50 years after publication of theLess than 50 years after publication of the

structure of DNA, we possess a workingstructure of DNA, we possess a working

draft of the human genome and expect adraft of the human genome and expect a

completed draft listing all genes and theircompleted draft listing all genes and their

location by 2003 (International Humanlocation by 2003 (International Human

Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2001).Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2001).

For 21st-century medicine, the genome willFor 21st-century medicine, the genome will

offer a gateway to new biological mechan-offer a gateway to new biological mechan-

isms that integrate our genetic and environ-isms that integrate our genetic and environ-

mental understanding of behaviour andmental understanding of behaviour and

disease. In psychiatry a genetic contributiondisease. In psychiatry a genetic contribution

to common disorders, cognition and per-to common disorders, cognition and per-

sonality traits is well established, andsonality traits is well established, and

susceptibility loci have been identified forsusceptibility loci have been identified for

schizophrenia, bipolar affective disorder,schizophrenia, bipolar affective disorder,

autism and Alzheimer’s disease. Geneticautism and Alzheimer’s disease. Genetic

mutations causing hundreds of Mendelianmutations causing hundreds of Mendelian

disorders are known; many present withdisorders are known; many present with

rare neuropsychiatric phenotypes, such asrare neuropsychiatric phenotypes, such as

Huntington’s disease and familial forms ofHuntington’s disease and familial forms of

Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s diseaseAlzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/OMIM)(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/OMIM)..

Nevertheless, as in other branches of medi-Nevertheless, as in other branches of medi-

cine, locating susceptibility genes of minorcine, locating susceptibility genes of minor

effect has proved difficult. The commoneffect has proved difficult. The common

neuropsychiatric disorders have a complexneuropsychiatric disorders have a complex

genetic aetiology, probably involving inter-genetic aetiology, probably involving inter-

action between genes and interactionaction between genes and interaction

between genome and environment. Untilbetween genome and environment. Until

now this complexity has (mostly) frustratednow this complexity has (mostly) frustrated

investigators, but the prospect of a completeinvestigators, but the prospect of a complete

genome draft offers hope that genotype–genome draft offers hope that genotype–

phenotype interactions can be unlocked tophenotype interactions can be unlocked to

expose underlying biology. This may beexpose underlying biology. This may be

the first challenge of the post-genome era,the first challenge of the post-genome era,

but it echoes older motivations that arebut it echoes older motivations that are

not exclusive to psychiatric geneticists:not exclusive to psychiatric geneticists:

‘The intention is to furnish a psychology that shall‘The intentionis to furnish a psychology that shall
be a natural science: that is, to representbe a natural science: that is, to represent
psychicalprocesses as quantitativelydeterminatepsychicalprocesses as quantitativelydeterminate
states of specifiable material particles, thusstates of specifiable material particles, thus
making these psychical processes perspicuousmaking these psychical processes perspicuous
and free of contradiction.’ (Freud,1914)and free of contradiction.’ (Freud,1914)

FROMGENOMEFROMGENOME
TOSUSCEPTIBILITYGENETOSUSCEPTIBILITYGENE
Genetic principles can be applied to directlyGenetic principles can be applied to directly

identify relationships between genomicidentify relationships between genomic

variation and disease. Hypothesis-freevariation and disease. Hypothesis-free

approaches of this type are attractiveapproaches of this type are attractive

because genes can be identified wherebecause genes can be identified where

underlying disease biology is unknown (asunderlying disease biology is unknown (as

is often the case in psychiatry). Draftis often the case in psychiatry). Draft

human genomic information will improvehuman genomic information will improve

the power of traditional methods such asthe power of traditional methods such as

linkage analysis to uncover relationshipslinkage analysis to uncover relationships

between DNA variation and disease.between DNA variation and disease.

Linkage studies examine for co-segregationLinkage studies examine for co-segregation

of disorder and genetic markers in families.of disorder and genetic markers in families.

Early studies had a limited choice ofEarly studies had a limited choice of

markers; now there are extensive markermarkers; now there are extensive marker

maps for all chromosomes. Unfortunately,maps for all chromosomes. Unfortunately,

in such analyses marker density reaches ain such analyses marker density reaches a

saturation point where statistical evidencesaturation point where statistical evidence

may implicate regions (loci) spanningmay implicate regions (loci) spanning

millions of base pairs. Linkage studies alsomillions of base pairs. Linkage studies also

have limited power to identify small genehave limited power to identify small gene

effects, but this can be partially resolved byeffects, but this can be partially resolved by

collaboration or meta-analysis to increasecollaboration or meta-analysis to increase

sample size. By increasing study power insample size. By increasing study power in

this way, susceptibility loci have now beenthis way, susceptibility loci have now been

identified for a number of complex dis-identified for a number of complex dis-

orders, including non-insulin-dependentorders, including non-insulin-dependent

diabetes mellitus (Horikawadiabetes mellitus (Horikawa et alet al, 2000),, 2000),

Alzheimer’s disease and schizophrenia.Alzheimer’s disease and schizophrenia.

Where loci are identified the completedWhere loci are identified the completed

genome draft will improve our ability to ex-genome draft will improve our ability to ex-

plore these large regions, which until nowplore these large regions, which until now

have required extensive mutation screeninghave required extensive mutation screening

or DNA sequencing to uncover causativeor DNA sequencing to uncover causative

genetic mutations (Risch, 2000).genetic mutations (Risch, 2000).

For complex disorders, individual geneFor complex disorders, individual gene

effects may be too small to identify by link-effects may be too small to identify by link-

age, so new positional cloning methods andage, so new positional cloning methods and

expansion in genotyping and analyticalexpansion in genotyping and analytical

capacity will be necessary to identify all loci.capacity will be necessary to identify all loci.

Ultimately all DNA variation, or at least allUltimately all DNA variation, or at least all

variation that influences function, may needvariation that influences function, may need

to be tested (Risch, 2000). This is a consid-to be tested (Risch, 2000). This is a consid-

erable challenge, as total genomic variationerable challenge, as total genomic variation

is immense. A major collaborative effortis immense. A major collaborative effort

by the SNP Consortium (http://www.ncbi.by the SNP Consortium (http://www.ncbi.

nlm.nih.gov/SNP/get_html.cgi?whichHtml=nlm.nih.gov/SNP/get_html.cgi?whichHtml=

overview) has identified 4 million single-overview) has identified 4 million single-

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), the com-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), the com-

monest form of DNA variation, acrossmonest form of DNA variation, across thethe

human genome. Comprehensive data onhuman genome. Comprehensive data on

functionally relevant SNPs and theirfunctionally relevant SNPs and their

frequencies in different populations are onlyfrequencies in different populations are only

in development. Exploiting this infor-in development. Exploiting this infor-

mation, when it becomes available, tomation, when it becomes available, to

directly test all functional SNPs maydirectly test all functional SNPs may

require a 100-fold increase in genotypingrequire a 100-fold increase in genotyping

capacity. Modern genotyping methodscapacity. Modern genotyping methods

using hybridisation (e.g. DNA chipusing hybridisation (e.g. DNA chip

microarrays), primer extension (e.g. massmicroarrays), primer extension (e.g. mass

spectrometry, pyrosequencing), oligo-spectrometry, pyrosequencing), oligo-

nucleotide ligation (e.g. microarray ligation)nucleotide ligation (e.g. microarray ligation)

or allele-specific polymerase chain reactionor allele-specific polymerase chain reaction

(PCR) are all limited by the necessity of a(PCR) are all limited by the necessity of a

PCR amplification step. Novel genotypingPCR amplification step. Novel genotyping

methods, perhaps avoiding this step, willmethods, perhaps avoiding this step, will

be required before tests of all functionalbe required before tests of all functional

SNPs will be feasible (Syvanen, 2001).SNPs will be feasible (Syvänen, 2001).

Recent studies of genome structure mayRecent studies of genome structure may

make it possible to capture total genomicmake it possible to capture total genomic

variation using information from only avariation using information from only a

fraction of all DNA variants. This economyfraction of all DNA variants. This economy

depends on linkage disequilibrium, the non-depends on linkage disequilibrium, the non-

random association between variants atrandom association between variants at

adjacent loci. Linkage disequilibrium occursadjacent loci. Linkage disequilibrium occurs

in populations because approximately twoin populations because approximately two

recombination events occur per chromo-recombination events occur per chromo-

some at meiosis. Consequently, markerssome at meiosis. Consequently, markers

that are closely physically located tend tothat are closely physically located tend to

remain together over many generations –remain together over many generations –

analogous to playing cards sticking to-analogous to playing cards sticking to-

gether until disrupted by repeated shuffling.gether until disrupted by repeated shuffling.

New evidence suggests that linkage dis-New evidence suggests that linkage dis-

equilibrium follows highly structured blockequilibrium follows highly structured block

patterns and each block might be charact-patterns and each block might be charact-

erised by a small number of variants (Dalyerised by a small number of variants (Daly

et alet al, 2001). Understanding patterns of, 2001). Understanding patterns of

linkage disequilibrium across the genomelinkage disequilibrium across the genome

in different populations is a major goal ofin different populations is a major goal of

current research, but even optimistic pre-current research, but even optimistic pre-

dictions of the number of markersdictions of the number of markers

((**50 000) required for genome-wide asso-50 000) required for genome-wide asso-

ciation are far beyond current capacity.ciation are far beyond current capacity.

However, linkage disequilibrium structuralHowever, linkage disequilibrium structural

information will be useful and will allowinformation will be useful and will allow

much more efficient mapping of susceptibil-much more efficient mapping of susceptibil-

ity loci, but at a cost. Association studiesity loci, but at a cost. Association studies

identify haplotypes (sequences of DNA un-identify haplotypes (sequences of DNA un-

interrupted by recombination) containinginterrupted by recombination) containing

susceptibility genes, but may not allow lo-susceptibility genes, but may not allow lo-

calisation of a specific mutation becausecalisation of a specific mutation because

of complete linkage disequilibrium betweenof complete linkage disequilibrium between

variants within the haplotype.variants within the haplotype.

GENEMUTATIONGENEMUTATION
IDENTIFICATIONINFORMEDIDENTIFICATIONINFORMED
BYNEUROBIOLOGYBYNEUROBIOLOGY

The positional cloning strategies outlinedThe positional cloning strategies outlined

will not develop in a vacuum. Directwill not develop in a vacuum. Direct
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examination for association (or linkageexamination for association (or linkage

disequilibrium) between DNA variantsdisequilibrium) between DNA variants

and phenotypes is a more powerful methodand phenotypes is a more powerful method

of detecting small gene effects than linkage.of detecting small gene effects than linkage.

Until all variation can be examined, we areUntil all variation can be examined, we are

dependent on scientific hypotheses to selectdependent on scientific hypotheses to select

candidate genes to be tested for associationcandidate genes to be tested for association

with disease. Because the aetiology of manywith disease. Because the aetiology of many

neuropsychiatric disorders is obscure, theneuropsychiatric disorders is obscure, the

number of plausible candidate genes isnumber of plausible candidate genes is

large and prior probability that a givenlarge and prior probability that a given

variant is associated with disease is low.variant is associated with disease is low.

Where success has been achieved it hasWhere success has been achieved it has

depended on strong test hypotheses (e.g.depended on strong test hypotheses (e.g.

DAT1 in attention-deficit hyperactivityDAT1 in attention-deficit hyperactivity

disorder).disorder).

Research in neuroscience is improvingResearch in neuroscience is improving

our molecular understanding of neuro-our molecular understanding of neuro-

development and brain function. The struc-development and brain function. The struc-

ture of brain regions and neural systems atture of brain regions and neural systems at

a molecular level are being delineated; fora molecular level are being delineated; for

example, at least 16 distinct gene clustersexample, at least 16 distinct gene clusters

((**1000 genes) are involved in neuronal1000 genes) are involved in neuronal

proliferation, differentiation, synapse form-proliferation, differentiation, synapse form-

ation and maturation in normal hippo-ation and maturation in normal hippo-

campus development (Modycampus development (Mody et alet al, 2001)., 2001).

As our aptitude for directly testing DNAAs our aptitude for directly testing DNA

variation improves, so too will our mol-variation improves, so too will our mol-

ecular understanding of neural systems,ecular understanding of neural systems,

allowing more comprehensive and refinedallowing more comprehensive and refined

candidate gene studies. Gene expression stu-candidate gene studies. Gene expression stu-

dies will also directly inform candidate genedies will also directly inform candidate gene

selection: first, by allowing the expressionselection: first, by allowing the expression

of all genes in susceptibility loci to be testedof all genes in susceptibility loci to be tested

directly (Shoemakerdirectly (Shoemaker et alet al, 2001), and sec-, 2001), and sec-

ond, by demonstrating differential geneond, by demonstrating differential gene

expression between disease tissue from caseexpression between disease tissue from case

and control samples. Studies of this kind inand control samples. Studies of this kind in

schizophrenia may allow more focusedschizophrenia may allow more focused

candidate gene studies by demonstratingcandidate gene studies by demonstrating

abnormal expression patterns for a tinyabnormal expression patterns for a tiny

proportion of the thousands of genes tested.proportion of the thousands of genes tested.

BIOINFORMATICSBIOINFORMATICS

Requirements for storage, analysis andRequirements for storage, analysis and

interpretation of the vast amount of bio-interpretation of the vast amount of bio-

logical data generated by the Humanlogical data generated by the Human

Genome Project have spawned a newGenome Project have spawned a new

science, bioinformatics. Bioinformatics isscience, bioinformatics. Bioinformatics is

the Rosetta stone that has rendered thethe Rosetta stone that has rendered the

genome intelligible. Genes initially locatedgenome intelligible. Genes initially located

experimentally from expressed sequencesexperimentally from expressed sequences

can now be identified computationallycan now be identified computationally

directly from the sequence. Algorithmsdirectly from the sequence. Algorithms

can predict genes and gene structurecan predict genes and gene structure interinter

aliaalia by homology with either known humanby homology with either known human

genomic/protein sequences or by compari-genomic/protein sequences or by compari-

son with sequences from other organisms.son with sequences from other organisms.

As the draft genome is completed, inte-As the draft genome is completed, inte-

grated databases of gene structure, tran-grated databases of gene structure, tran-

scripts and proteomics are beingscripts and proteomics are being

developed which will contribute to our un-developed which will contribute to our un-

derstanding of gene function and relation-derstanding of gene function and relation-

ships (http://www.ensembl.org/genome/ships (http://www.ensembl.org/genome/

central/). Many secrets of the genome arecentral/). Many secrets of the genome are

still out of reach. The Human Genome Pro-still out of reach. The Human Genome Pro-

ject found fewer genes than expected, indi-ject found fewer genes than expected, indi-

cating that much of our genetic complexitycating that much of our genetic complexity

may be because of gene regulation, alterna-may be because of gene regulation, alterna-

tive splice variation and post-translationaltive splice variation and post-translational

change. Characterising subtle genomicchange. Characterising subtle genomic

effects and establishing the moleculareffects and establishing the molecular

mechanisms involved will be a majormechanisms involved will be a major

challenge for future experimental andchallenge for future experimental and

computational research.computational research.

FUTURE POST-GENOMICFUTURE POST-GENOMIC
RESEARCHRESEARCH

As understanding of neurobiology im-As understanding of neurobiology im-

proves, the methods described will mergeproves, the methods described will merge

and susceptibility genes will be identified.and susceptibility genes will be identified.

Confirming their role will require inter-Confirming their role will require inter-

pretation of expression (the transcriptome)pretation of expression (the transcriptome)

and protein products. Animal models willand protein products. Animal models will

be needed to study the behavioural impactbe needed to study the behavioural impact

of genesof genes in vivoin vivo in specific systems andin specific systems and

through neurodevelopment. Because manythrough neurodevelopment. Because many

genetic effects will be complex, multi-genetic effects will be complex, multi-

faceted transgenic models will be necessaryfaceted transgenic models will be necessary

to examine subtle interactions betweento examine subtle interactions between

genes. In psychiatry particularly, thegenes. In psychiatry particularly, the

sophistication of behavioural phenotypessophistication of behavioural phenotypes

will be a major obstacle: current modelswill be a major obstacle: current models

of schizophrenia, for example, depend onof schizophrenia, for example, depend on

basic phenotypes such as gating deficits.basic phenotypes such as gating deficits.

New epidemiological approaches will alsoNew epidemiological approaches will also

be required to examine for and interpretbe required to examine for and interpret

interactions between genetic and environ-interactions between genetic and environ-

mental risk factors in people. Gene identifi-mental risk factors in people. Gene identifi-

cation may be only the first step, but itcation may be only the first step, but it

begins a process that will expose the geneticbegins a process that will expose the genetic

architecture and biology of neuro-architecture and biology of neuro-

psychiatric disorders. Future researcherspsychiatric disorders. Future researchers

will follow stronger neurobiological leadswill follow stronger neurobiological leads

than were available to earlier generations:than were available to earlier generations:

‘. . . those who being in search of any thing, that‘. . . those who being in search of any thing, that
lies conceal’d fromthem, and not finding it in thelies conceal’d fromthem, and not finding it in the
place theyexpected, beat about allneighbouringplace theyexpected, beat about allneighbouring

fields, without any certain view or design, infields, without any certain view or design, in
hopes their good fortune will at last guide themhopes their good fortune will at last guide them
towhatthey search for’ (Hume,1739).towhatthey search for’ (Hume,1739).

Post-genomic research may forever changePost-genomic research may forever change

how we classify and treat mental disorders.how we classify and treat mental disorders.

Genetic insights into behaviour may funda-Genetic insights into behaviour may funda-

mentally alter how we view the individualmentally alter how we view the individual

and his or her responsibilities. But forand his or her responsibilities. But for

common disorders and traits, susceptibilitycommon disorders and traits, susceptibility

genes will only be risk factors and wegenes will only be risk factors and we

must never forget the importance ofmust never forget the importance of

environmental influences.environmental influences.
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